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Abstract
Background: It has been extensively developed in recent years that cell-permeable small molecules, such as polyamide, can
be programmed to disrupt transcription factor-DNA interfaces and can silence aberrant gene expression. For example, cyclic
pyrrole-imidazole polyamide that competes with glucocorticoid receptor (GR) for binding to glucocorticoid response
elements could be expected to affect the DNA dependent binding by interfering with the protein-DNA interface. However,
how such small molecules affect the transcription factor-DNA interfaces and gene regulatory pathways through DNA
structure distortion is not fully understood so far.
Methodology/Principal Findings: In the present work, we have constructed some models, especially the ternary model of
polyamides+DNA+GR DNA-binding domain (GRDBD) dimer, and carried out molecular dynamics simulations and free
energy calculations for them to address how polyamide molecules disrupt the GRDBD and DNA interface when polyamide
and protein bind at the same sites on opposite grooves of DNA.
Conclusions/Significance: We found that the cyclic polyamide binding in minor groove of DNA can induce a large structural
perturbation of DNA, i.e. a .4A ˚ widening of the DNA minor groove and a compression of the major groove by more than
4A ˚ as compared with the DNA molecule in the GRDBD dimer+DNA complex. Further investigations for the ternary system
of polyamides+DNA+GRDBD dimer and the binary system of allosteric DNA+GRDBD dimer revealed that the compression of
DNA major groove surface causes GRDBD to move away from the DNA major groove with the initial average distance of
,4A ˚ to the final average distance of ,10 A ˚ during 40 ns simulation course. Therefore, this study straightforward explores
how small molecule targeting specific sites in the DNA minor groove disrupts the transcription factor-DNA interface in DNA
major groove, and consequently modulates gene expression.
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Introduction
Allosteric modulation plays a key role in integrating and
responding to multiple signals in biological systems [1–4]. For
example, nuclear hormone receptors, such as the glucocorticoid
receptor (GR) as ligand-activated transcription factor, use
hormones as allosteric effectors to achieve their transcriptional
regulatory activity [5,6]. It has been proposed that DNA is a
sequence-specific allosteric ligand of GR that tailors the activity of
the receptor toward specific target genes [5]. The study on small-
molecule modulators directed specifically to the protein-protein or
protein-DNA interface has been become an area of considerable
interest during the last few decades [7–10]. These modulators have
provided useful tools for understanding gene regulatory pathways
and may offer alternative approaches for modulating transcription
factor activities [11–13]. The oversupply of transcription factors
can lead to dysregulated gene expression, a characteristic of many
human cancers. Cell-permeable small molecules that can be
programmed to disrupt transcription factor-DNA interfaces could
silence aberrant gene expression pathways and achieve the
chemical control of gene networks.
More recently, pyrrole-imidazole (Py-Im) polyamides have been
shown to permeate cell membranes [14], access chromatin, and
interfere with protein-DNA interface [15]. Dervan and coworkers
have supposed that a small polyamide molecule that competes
with GR for binding to the consensus glucocorticoid response
element (GRE) could be expected to disrupt GR-DNA binding
specifically, and be used as a tool to identify GR target genes [11].
They showed that a cyclic Py-Im polyamide can be programmed
to bind a broad repertoire of DNA sequences, and can induce
allosteric modulation of DNA structure [7]. Moreover, they
further proposed a hypothesis that this polyamide, as an allosteric
modulator, perturbs the DNA structure in such a way that nuclear
receptor binding is no longer compatible, ultimately silencing
aberrant gene expression pathway [7]. The cyclic polyamide is
comprised of two antiparallel ImPyPyPy strands capped at both
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an antiparallel strand alignment that prevents slippage of the
amide-linked heterocyclic strands. The conformational constraints
imposed by the turn and inability of the ligand to slip into a
possibly more preferred orientation may impact the overall DNA
structure by inducing bend and other distortions accommodated
by the plasticity of DNA [7,8]. This allosteric perturbation of the
DNA helix by small molecules provides a molecular basis for the
disruption of transcription factor-DNA interfaces [7]. On the other
hand, it has been known that GR contains three highly conserved
domains consisting of an N-terminal domain (NTD), a DNA-
binding domain (DBD) and a C-terminal ligand-binding domain
(LBD) [16]. Especially, since the X-ray crystal structures of GR
DNA-binding domain (GRDBD) dimer binding to some genes,
such as the GRDBD dimer binding to the FKBP5 gene, have been
presented, it is clearly confirmed that GR modulates gene
transcription via the binding of receptor dimer, especially the
GRDBD dimer, to specific palindromic sequences, i.e. the
glucocorticoid response elements (GREs), usually located in the
cis-regulatory region of target genes [11,17]. The GRE modula-
tion of GR with the direct DNA-binding mechanism plays a key
role in glucose metabolism, inflammation and stress [18].
Yamamoto and coworkers have proposed that the differences at
the single-base-pair level of DNA were able to affect the
conformation and regulatory activity of GR [5]. The crystal
structure of GRDBD dimer binding to the FKBP5 gene has shown
that the amino-terminal a helix in each GRDBD lies in the major
groove and forms three connection sites at Lys63, Val64 and
Arg68 residues with the bases of DNA [5,19,20]. It has been
theoretically investigated for the structural and dynamical aspects
of the GR activity modulation [21–26]. For example, Bonvin and
coworkers have implemented molecular dynamics simulations on
GR conformational change induced by two single point mutations
and dynamical aspects of the conformational switch of GR [22].
This study further supports the allosteric regulatory activity of a
transcription factor to specific target genes [22]. Moreover, there
are already considerable literature precedents for the simulation
researches on polyamide-DNA complexes [27]. However, the
identification of allosteric perturbation of the DNA helix by cyclic
polyamide, and especially how to interfere with the protein-DNA
interface by the perturbation of allosteric DNA has not yet been
detailed so far. Though it has been found that a polyamide
molecule binds to the minor groove of a DNA sequence
specifically, and GRDBD dimer binds to the major groove of
DNA separately analyzed from the polyamide-DNA complex and
the GRDBD dimer+DNA X-ray crystal structure, it will be
expected to implement a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
study on a ternary model of polyamides+DNA+GRDBD dimer to
address how polyamide molecules that bind to DNA at the
regulatory regions of target genes, such as FKBP5, disrupt the GR-
DNA interface, which would provide useful tools for understand-
ing gene regulatory pathways, and for modulating transcription
factor activity.
In this study, two cyclic polyamides binding to a complex of
GRDBD dimer and a consensus DNA sequence from FKBP5
gene were tested in order to address how polyamides disrupt GR-
DNA binding interface. We prepared four independent MD
simulations, of which the first MD simulation was performed on
the GRDBD dimer+DNA complex to investigate their binding
properties and evaluate the accuracy of the current protocol; the
second one was performed on the cyclic polyamides+DNA
complex, in which the polyamides targeted to the DNA sequence
59-WGWWCW-39 (where W=A or T) found in the consensus
GRE, to address the binding nature between cyclic polyamide and
DNA; the third one was performed on the polyamides+D-
NA+GRDBD dimer complex to investigate the binding inhibition
of GRDBD dimer to DNA molecule induced by polyamides; the
last one was performed on an allosteric DNA+GRDBD dimer
complex. In the simulation of this model, the allosteric DNA
backbone was restrained to investigate how allosteric DNA
conformation affects the GR protein and DNA interface.
Materials and Methods
Initial structures
On the basis of previous experimental and MD simulation
studies of GRDBD dimer+DNA complexes [5,22,28], the initial
structure of GRDBD dimer+DNA complex (assigned as
GRDBD+DNA model) as the starting structure for the MD
simulation was taken from the X-ray crystal structure (PDB entry
3G6P) [5]. The GRDBD+DNA model consists of a 19 bp
palindromic DNA fragment, 59-d(CCAGAACACCCTGT-
TCTGG)-39, and a GRDBD dimer in which each GRDBD is
assigned as GRDBD A or GRDBD B containing a1 and a2 helices
(shown in Figure 1). Only a1 helix in a GRDBD contacts to the
bases of DNA. In order to choose an initial conformation of two
polyamide molecules binding to DNA molecule for MD
simulations, the DNA coordinate was taken from the
GRDBD+DNA X-ray crystal structure (PDB entry 3G6P) [5],
and the two cyclic polyamide coordinates were taken from the
polyamide-DNA X-ray crystal structure (PDB entry 3OMJ) [7].
The two cyclic polyamides were docked into the minor groove of
DNA duplex by using AutoDock 4.0 [29,30] with an Auto-
DockTool [31] (assigned as Poly+DNA model and shown in
Figure 2). Details of the docking procedure are available in Text
S1. In order to investigate an influence of DNA bound by
polyamide molecules on combination of GR protein, a GRDBD
dimer has been docked manually to DNA major groove of the
Poly+DNA model that was taken from an average structure of
simulation for the Poly+DNA model to build a Poly+
DNA+GRDBD model. The docked positions and distances
between GRDBD and DNA molecule in the Poly+DNA+GRDBD
model were referenced from the X-ray crystal structure of the
GRDBD+DNA model [5]. The alloDNA+GRDBD model was
built by manually docking the GRDBD dimer to the major groove
of allosteric DNA, the coordinate of which was taken from the
time-averaged structure of simulated Poly+DNA model with the
same 19 bp palindromic DNA sequence in the GRDBD+DNA
model. Four different initial structures with the GRDBD dimer
docked around the connection sites of GRDBD dimer and DNA
molecule for each of the Poly+DNA+GRDBD and alloD-
NA+GRDBD models were chosen as the starting structures for
the MD simulations. This provides a valid test of whether those
MD simulations are capable of driving significantly distinct
starting structures to a non-distinguishable one through the course
of each simulation. To compare the differences of conformations
between the disturbed DNA molecule and a canonical DNA
molecule, a canonical B-DNA molecule simulation was also
performed. Given that each strand of DNA has some phosphate
groups, 56 Na
+ and 16 Cl
2 counterions for the GRDBD+DNA
model are added to achieve electroneutrality and to satisfy the
experimental ionic strength, namely 100 mM for the GRDBD
dimer+DNA complex [5]. Similar counterion processes are
applied to the Poly+DNA, Poly+DNA+GRDBD and alloD-
NA+GRDBD models. The systems were explicitly solvated by
using the TIP3P water potential inside a rectangular box large
enough to ensure the solvent shell extended to 12 A ˚ in all
directions.
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The atom types for the studied polyamide were generated by
using the ANTECHAMBER module in AMBER9 program [32].
The force field parameters and RESP charges of the zinc centers
of the GRDBD dimer were referenced from the previous work
[33].
Molecular dynamics simulation protocols
All MD simulations were carried out using the AMBER9
package [32] with a classical AMBER parm99 [34,35] together
with the parmbsc0 refinement [36] and gaff [37] force field
parameters. Details of the MD protocols are given in Text S2. The
summaries of the simulations performed in this work have been
also given in Table S1.
Free-energy analyses
The molecular mechanics Poisson–Boltzmann surface area
(MM-PBSA) method [38–41] in AMBER9 package was employed
to perform the free energy analyses. The binding free energy was
computed through calculating the free energy differences of
ligand, receptor and their complex as follows:
DGbinding~Gcomplex{Gligand{Greceptor
In MM-PBSA, the free energy (G) of each state is estimated from
molecular mechanical energy EMM, solvation free energy GSOLV
and vibrational, rotational, and translational entropies S, respec-
tively.
G~EMMzGSOLV{TS
EMM~EintzEvdw{Eele
GSOLV~Gpb=solvzGnp=solv
where T is the temperature; Eint is internal energy, i.e. the sum of
bond, angle, and dihedral energies; Evdw is van der Waals energy;
Eele is electrostatic energy; GSOLV is the sum of electrostatic
solvation free energy, Gpb/solv, and the non-polar salvation free
energy, Gnp/solv. The entropy S is estimated by a normal mode
analysis of the harmonic vibrational frequencies, calculated using
the Nmode module in Amber9 package [42,43]. Prior to the
normal mode calculations, each structure was fully minimized
using a distance dependent dielectric of e=4r (r is the distance
between two atoms) to mimic the solvent dielectric change from
the solute to solvent until the root-mean-square of the elements of
the gradient vector was less than 5610
24 kcal?mol
21?A ˚ 21. Then,
the entropy was calculated based on standard statistical mechanics
expressions [39,44]. Computational details are available in Text
S3.
DNA groove parameter analyses
The frequency distributions (fraction of the time spent in each
conformation) from the trajectories of simulations for the models
and a canonical B-DNA were calculated using the CURVES
program [45] to investigate the distortion of DNA. To account for
the distortion of the whole DNA backbone, the overall bend, tilt
and roll angles of the DNA time-averaged structures for the
studied models were calculated from the CURVES outputs using
MadBend program [46]. Details of the calculation method are
available in Text S4.
Results
The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values of all backbone
atoms referenced to the corresponding starting structures over two
trajectories for the GRDBD+DNA and Poly+DNA models were
examined to determine if each system had attained equilibrium. It
is often considered that small RMSD values of one simulation
indicate a stable state of the system. However, the large RMSD
values during a course of simulation suggest large conformation
changes of investigated system. Plots of RMSDs of the four system
simulations over time are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen from
Figures 3A and B that the GRDBD+DNA and Poly+DNA systems
Figure 1. Structure of GRDBD dimer bound to DNA. The structure of a GR DNA-binding domain (GRDBD) dimer bound to the 19 bp DNA
fragment along with the connection sites of GRDBD. The GRDBD dimer has been shown by GRDBD A (blue) on the left and GRDBD B (cyan) on the
right respectively with a1 and a2 helices.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035159.g001
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be stable during the remainder of each simulation. Therefore, the
trajectory analysis for the two systems has extracted the
equilibrated conformations between 40 ns and 60 ns of simulation
time, recording 10000 snapshots at every 2 ps time-interval of
each trajectory. The RMSD variation analysis for the Poly+
DNA+GRDBD and alloDNA+GRDBD models is shown in
Figures 3C and D, respectively. It can be seen that the RMSD
values of the GRDBD dimer at the connection positions for each
of these two systems occur significant changes, which predicts that
the GRDBD dimer moves away from the original positions in the
initial structure of the Poly+DNA+GRDBD or alloDNA+GRDBD
Figure 2. Sketches of polyamide and polyamide+DNA with the connection sites. (A) Component sketches of cyclic polyamide; (B) Initial
structure of cyclic polyamides-DNA system (Poly+DNA); (C) The connection sites between cyclic polyamides and DNA presented with closed circles
designating N-methylimidazole, open circles designating N-methylpyrrole, and arc-lines substituted with ammoniums designating the b-amino-
substituted c-turn unit.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035159.g002
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two systems are used for the final changed structure analysis due to
the allosteric simulations for the two models.
The calculated data of free energies favor the binding of
polyamides to DNA over that of GRDBD dimer to DNA
Since the competitive binding of polyamide molecule and GR
protein to the consensus GRE, the binding free energies were
investigated by using the MM-PBSA methodology with the single-
trajectory analysis for the GRDBD+DNA and Poly+
DNA+GRDBD models. The binding free energy for the
Poly+DNA model was calculated by using the same method with
the triplet-trajectory analysis due to the certain changes of DNA
conformation caused by the polyamide binding. Table 1 gives all
energy terms and the total binding free energies for these systems.
Our results indicate that the Poly+DNA model is energetically
favorable with the binding free energy of 295.39 kcal?mol
21 over
the GRDBD+DNA model with that of 25.14 kcal?mol
21 which is
consistent with the experimental result of 28.50 kcal?mol
21
analyzed by the dissociation constant Kd [5]. Therefore, the
DNA binding of polyamide prior to GR protein is possible when
the polyamide accesses certain chromatins through permeating
cell membranes. Furthermore, the calculated average binding free
energy of 12.73 kcal?mol
21 for the GRDBD dimer binding to
DNA molecule attached by two polyamides in the Poly+
DNA+GRDBD model predicts the instabilities of GR protein
combining with the polyamides+DNA complex.
The DNA distortion caused by polyamide molecules
inhibits the binding of GRDBD dimer to DNA
1. Variations of DNA groove parameters. Figure 4 shows
the DNA groove parameters around the connection sites, G4:C35,
A5:T34, A6:T33, C7:G32, G13:C26, T14:A25, T15:A24 and
C16:G23 base pairs (see Figure 2C) of DNA molecule for the B-
DNA, GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD
models. The DNA groove structure variations caused by the
GRDBD dimer and polyamides are much different upon the
major groove binding mode of GR protein and the minor groove
binding mode of polyamide molecule [5,11]. The calculated DNA
average minor groove width, major groove width and bend angle
toward DNA major groove of 6.0 A ˚, 11.9 A ˚ and 2.7u, respectively,
for the simulated B-DNA molecule are close to those of 5.8 A ˚,
Figure 3. RMSD values of GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA, Poly+DNA+GRDBD, and alloDNA+GRDBD models. RMSD values of all backbone
atoms of the whole system (black), GRDBD dimer (blue), DNA alone (red) and polyamides alone (olive) with respect to the corresponding starting
structure in the simulations of (A) GRDBD+DNA, (B) Poly+DNA, (C) Poly+DNA+GRDBD, and (D) alloDNA+GRDBD.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035159.g003
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from Figure 4 that GRDBD binding to DNA does not cause
significant DNA groove parameter variations with the
corresponding data of 4.8 A ˚, 12.7 A ˚ and 3.9u. However, the
polyamide binding to DNA in the Poly+DNA model causes larger
variations in DNA groove parameters with the corresponding data
of 8.6 A ˚, 8.5 A ˚ and ,14.9u. Similar results have been found in the
Poly+DNA+GRDBD model (see Figure 4), which indicates that
the DNA distortion caused by the polyamide binding is not
changed by the further combination of GRDBD. Furthermore,
the changes of DNA groove parameters along with the base pairs
have been analyzed in Figure S1. It can be seen that the groove
parameter variations for the Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD
models occur mainly at the connection sites of the GRDBD dimer-
DNA and polyamides-DNA interfaces. These results predict the
increases of DNA minor groove width and major groove depth
with the decreases of the minor groove depth and major groove
width at the interaction regions in the Poly+DNA and
Poly+DNA+GRDBD models.
2. Dynamics analysis of DNA base pairs. The DNA base-
pair helical analysis can evaluate the characteristics of DNA
conformation and curvature. The frequency distributions of DNA
helical parameters for the B-DNA, Poly+DNA and
Poly+DNA+GRDBD models have been shown in Figure S2 and
Figure S3. The opening parameters for the DNA molecule in the
Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models at the connection
sites, such as G4:C35, A5:T34, A6:T33, C7:G32, G13:C26,
T14:A25, T15:A24 and C16:G23 base pairs, are changed by
210u,215u away from the B-DNA molecule, which results in a
widening of minor groove and a compression of major groove due
to the base pairs opening toward the DNA major groove. The roll
parameters for the DNA molecule in the Poly+DNA and
Poly+DNA+GRDBD models at the connection sites, A3?G4,
G4?A5, and G32?T31 base-pair steps, are changed by 20u, 210u
and 30u, respectively, away from the B-DNA molecule, which
contributes to the significant bend of the DNA helix toward the
major groove. Furthermore, the twist parameter changes of the
two systems at the A3?G4, G4?A5 and G32?T31 base-pair steps
with the corresponding values of 25u,1 0 u and 220u, respectively,
were observed due to the anticorrelation of roll and twist
parameters.
3. Binding property change of GRDBD dimer to a normal-
DNA/distorted-DNA molecule. It has been found from the
allosteric simulation for the Poly+DNA+GRDBD model that the
distorted DNA molecule caused by the polyamide combination is
unfavorable to combine with GR protein. The average distance of
the connection sites between the two a1 helices of GRDBD dimer
and DNA-combined by polyamide molecules from the initial
average value of 3.8 A ˚ changes to the final average value of 10.3 A ˚
with a standard deviation of 0.8 A ˚ through 40 ns simulation of the
Poly+DNA+GRDBD model (see Figure 5A). The GRDBD dimer
moved away from the DNA major groove in the later period of
simulation for the Poly+DNA+GRDBD model (see Figure 5B),
which indicates a decrease of interaction of the GR protein to
DNA molecule, possibly affecting the GR modulation function to
DNA transformation. The percentages of occurrences of hydrogen
bonds in the MD simulations, and the decompositions of DEvdw for
the complexes into residue components have been shown in Table
S2 and Figure S4, respectively, for the GRDBD+DNA and
Poly+DNA+GRDBD models. The hydrogen bond occupancies
for the GRDBD+DNA model occur apparently in the connection
sites, the Lys63 and Arg68 residues of GRDBD and G4:C35 and
C7:G32 base pairs of DNA, which supports the previous
experimental observations (see Figure S5) [5]. As expected, the
original hydrogen bonds and van der Waals contacts between the
GRDBD dimer and DNA molecule in the GRDBD+DNA model
disappear in the Poly+DNA+GRDBD model.
The DNA structure distortion plays a key role in inhibition
of GRDBD dimer binding to DNA
It has been found from the allosteric simulation of the
alloDNA+GRDBD model in which the distorted DNA confor-
mation was restrained, that the distorted DNA molecule without
any polyamide combination is also unfavorable to combine with
GR protein. Similar to the Poly+DNA+GRDBD model, the
average distance of the connection sites between the two a1 helices
of GRDBD dimer and the distorted-DNA changes from the initial
average value of 4.0 A ˚ to the final average value of 9.8 A ˚ with a
standard deviation of 0.7 A ˚ through 40 ns simulation of the
Table 1. MM-PBSA free energy (kcal?mol
21) components for the GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA, Poly+DNA+GRDBD, and
alloDNA+GRDBD models.
GRDBD+DNA Poly+DNA Poly+DNA+GRDBD alloDNA+GRDBD
Receptor DNA DNA DNA and polyamides DNA
Ligand GRDBD dimer polyamides GRDBD dimer GRDBD dimer
DEele 2975.65 21635.28 21031.86 2943.23
DEvdw 2124.49 2233.91 262.74 265.49
DEint 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00
DGnp/solv 222.91 224.51 212.90 212.79
DGpb/solv 1038.75 1711.29 1018.15 964.03
DGnp 2147.27 2258.42 275.64 278.28
DGpb 63.10 76.01 213.71 20.80
DTS 279.16 286.42 274.66 283.64
DHbinding 284.30 2181.81 261.93 257.48
DGbinding 25.14(28.50
a) 295.39 12.73 26.16
aIs taken from Ref. [5].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035159.t001
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also moved away from the DNA major groove in the later period
of simulation for the alloDNA+GRDBD model (see Figure 5B),
which indicates the decrease of interaction between the GRDBD
dimer and distorted DNA, and the effect of DNA molecule
distortion on inhibiting the combination of GR protein with DNA.
Moreover, the binding free energy for the GRDBD dimer bind-
ing to distorted DNA in the alloDNA+GRDBD model is
26.16 kcal?mol
21 (see Table 1), which indicates further that the
GR protein binding to the allosteric DNA molecule is energetically
unfavorable.
Discussion
DNA structure perturbation induced by polyamide
Generally, the pyrrole-imidazole (Py-Im) polyamides bind in the
minor groove of DNA sequence specifically [15,49], encoded by
side-by-side arrangements of N-methylpyrrole (Py) and N-
methylimidazole (Im) carboxamide monomers. Im-Py pairs
distinguish G:C from C:G base pairs, whereas Py-Py pairs are
degenerate for T:A and A:T base pairs [15,50]. Especially,
antiparallel ImPyPyPy strands are connected by (R)-b-amino-c-
turn units to create cyclic-shaped polyamide. It can be seen from
the Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models, the cycle
ImPyPyPy polyamide is capable of binding specifically in the
minor groove of DNA sequence with affinity and selection
comparable to natural DNA-binding proteins [15]. The aromatic
amino acids in cycle polyamide are bound with an N-to-C
orientation of each strand of the cycle polyamide adjacent to the
59-39 direction of the DNA in the Poly+DNA and Poly+
DNA+GRDBD models, which results in the geometry distortion
of DNA (see Figure 4).
The occupancies of all possible hydrogen bonds between the
polyamides and DNA bases in the Poly+DNA and Poly+
DNA+GRDBD models were identified by calculating the
percentages of occurrences of hydrogen bonds in the MD
simulations, and the obtained data of hydrogen bond occupancies
and H-bond map are shown in Figure S6. The occupancies of
observed hydrogen bonds between the polyamides and DNA bases
in both models are similar because the GRDBD dimer binding to
the DNA major groove does not yet significantly affect the
polyamide and DNA interfaces. The hydrogen bond formations at
Figure 4. DNA groove parameters of B-DNA, GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models. The minor and major groove
widths for the time-average structures of the DNA conformations for (A) B-DNA and GRDBD+DNA, and (B) Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD; (C) The
bend angles of the DNA conformations for B-DNA, GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035159.g004
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dynamics changes of DNA bases and the DNA groove distortion.
For example, for the upper polyamide and DNA interface, the
hydrogen bonds between the N-H group of amide (Am) 4 of
polyamide and O2 atom of C7 base, between the N atom of Im 5
of polyamide and N-H group of G32 base (pairing to C7 base) and
between the N-H group of Am 6 of polyamide and the N3 atom of
G32 base are maintained with the occupancies of ,94%, ,94%
and ,99% of simulation times, respectively, in the Poly+DNA and
Poly+DNA+GRDBD models (see Figure 2 and Figure S6). The
hydrogen bonds between the N-H group of (R)-b-amino-c-turn 2
in the polyamide and O2 atom of T31 base, and between the N-H
group of Am 7 and O2 atom of T33 base are also maintained with
the occupancies of ,96% and ,98% of simulation times,
respectively. These hydrogen bonds may mainly result in the
opening and buckling of C7:G32 base pair with the corresponding
changed values of ,210u and ,20u, respectively, the rolling and
twist of G32?T31 base-pair step with the changed values of ,30u
and ,220u, respectively, and the shifts of both G32?T31 and
G32?T33 base-pair steps with the changed values of ,1A ˚
compared with the B-DNA molecule (see Figure S2 and Figure
S3). Similar results can be found at other connection sites in the
Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models. Moreover, the
hydrogen bond formations between the (R)-b-amino-c-turn and
the bases of DNA are due to a conformational inversion where the
b-carbon conformational preference is puckered up and away
from the DNA minor-groove floor, aligning the b-ammonium
substituent along the groove floor. This may provide a structural
basis for the DNA base-pair sequence specificity of the b-amino-c-
turn recognition unit, which is consistent with the experimental
observations and may possess more favorable DNA-binding
affinities [7,11]. It is clearly demonstrated by this work that the
two polyamides strongly perturb the overall DNA helix structure,
resulting in the widening of minor groove of DNA up to ,8A ˚
while simultaneously the compression of the major groove by 4 A ˚,
and the DNA helix bend of ,15u toward the major groove.
Summarily, these computational results indicate that the polyam-
ide binds to DNA with a fairly high affinity accompanying with
DNA structure perturbation, which is consistent with the
discussion in the section on Results.
GRDBD dimer moves away from the DNA major groove
It has been found from the course of simulation for the
Poly+DNA+GRDBD model that the GRDBD region moves away
from the DNA major groove along with the conformational
change of DNA induced by the polyamides. The a1 helix in
GRDBD A contains Lys63, Val64 and Arg68 residues as
interaction region with the bases of DNA, so care must be taken
in analyzing the interactions at these connection sites. There are
gross changes in the distances between Lys63, Val64 and Arg68
residues of GRDBD A and G4, T33 (in A6:T33 base pair), G32 (in
C7:G32 base pair) bases of DNA molecule, respectively, during
the simulation of Poly+DNA+GRDBD model. The corresponding
distance values for GRDBD A were shown in Figure 6. It can be
seen that the conformational changes of GRDBD A and DNA
interface at times of 0 ns, 10 ns, 20 ns, 30 ns and 40 ns during the
simulation of Poly+DNA+GRDBD model correspond to a1 helix
of GRDBD A moving out gradually from the DNA major groove
with the average distances from 3.9 A ˚, 6.7 A ˚, 8.9 A ˚, 10.0 A ˚ to
11.2 A ˚. These observations result from the destroying of the
original hydrogen bonding net work at the GRDBD and DNA
interface caused by the distortion of DNA, involving the opening,
Figure 5. Distances and structures for GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA+GRDBD and alloDNA+GRDBD models. (A) The distances of connection
sites between the residues of GRDBD dimer and bases of DNA for GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA+GRDBD and alloDNA+GRDBD models; (B) The time-
average structure of the GRDBD+DNA model, the final structure of the Poly+DNA+GRDBD model and the final structure of the alloDNA+GRDBD
model in the simulations along with the average distances of the connection sites between the two a1 helices of GRDBD dimer and DNA molecule.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035159.g005
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is induced by the polyamide binding. For example, the original
hydrogen bonds between two N-H groups of Arg68 residue of
GRDBD A and O6, N7 atoms of G32 base in the GRDBD+DNA
model with the occupancies of ,97% and ,98% of simulation
time, respectively, have been destroyed in the Poly+-
DNA+GRDBD model due to the opening, buckling, rolling,
twist, and shifts of the C7:G32 base pair, G32?T31 and G32?T33
base-pair steps discussed above. Moreover, the van der Waals
contact between the Val64 residue and T33 base (in A6:T33 base
pair) decreases considerably due to the helical parameter changes
of A6:T33 base pair (see Figure S4). Since these contacts are
missed during the simulation, it is possible that a movement of
GRDBD out from the DNA major groove occurs in the later
period of simulation for the Poly+DNA+GRDBD model. For the
GRDBD B and DNA interface, similar results can be observed
due to the symmetry properties of GRDBD dimer and the
typically palindromic DNA sequence. Similar results for the
alloDNA+GRDBD model have been obtained and shown in
Figure S7. Consequently, it can be seen from the data analysis
above that the DNA shape, especially the groove width, plays a
critical role in the transcription factor binding.
Polyamide has been used successfully to perturb gene
transcription
Specific protein-DNA interactions are the interfaces where
information from protein signaling is converted into programs of
gene expression. Used in the context of simulation analysis, small
molecules that perturb this interface in a predictable manner could
become useful tools for regulating gene expression [11]. Program-
mable DNA-binding Py-Im polyamides studied by Dervan and
coworkers offer a chemical approach for perturbing protein-DNA
interactions [7]. The present study on the distortion of the GR-
DNA interface induced by the binding of cyclic polyamide
through the simulation of the ternary system, Poly+
DNA+GRDBD model, offers additional perspective in the
mechanistic study of GR gene regulatory action and its dual
transactivation/transrepression mechanisms. The further investi-
gation of the alloDNA+GRDBD model predicts that GR gene
regulatory action can be perturbed by an allosteric DNA molecule
induced by any perturbing factors due to the destroying of GR and
allosteric DNA interface during the model simulation, which
reveals the important of significant modulation of DNA shape for
mechanistic studies of GR-modulated gene expression.
It is reported that although the core GR binding sequences (i.e.
15 base pairs) across the set of GREs varied extensively around a
consensus, the sequence at an individual GRE was conserved with
59-WGWACW-39 (W=A, T, G or C) sequence [51]. Therefore, it
may be suggested that the cyclic polyamides binding to DNA may
affect most GREs due to the specific DNA sequence of 59-
WGWWCW-39 (W=A or T) bound by a cyclic polyamide [7].
Reorienting the a1 helix of GRDBD at the GRDBD-DNA
interface through mutating the residues of GRDBD may provide a
useful tool to counteract inhibition of GR binding to DNA
induced by polyamides [12,52,53].
Figure 6. Distances at certain times for Poly+DNA+GRDBD model. The center image is the time-dependence of distances at the connection
sites between the residues of GRDBD A and the bases of DNA during the simulation of the Poly+DNA+GRDBD model. Around the center image, five
snapshots are extracted from the Poly+DNA+GRDBD trajectory at the times of 0 (1), 10 (2), 20 (3), 30 (4) and 40 (5) ns, respectively, along with the
average distances of connection sites.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035159.g006
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A series of molecular dynamics simulations demonstrated that
the combination of polyamides with the consensus DNA sequence
are more energetically favorable than that of the transcription
factor GR; and that the DNA distortion inhibits the interaction of
the GR protein to DNA molecule. These results demonstrate that
sequence-specific minor-groove ligands could modulate DNA
conformation which consequently influences the protein-DNA
binding at the major groove region. Namely, the narrow and deep
perturbed surface of DNA major groove upon polyamide binding
is too small to accommodate the width of recognition domain with
a standard a-helix in the transcription factor GR. These
simulations also explored how polyamide binding in the minor
groove of DNA made the GR DNA-binding domain move
gradually away from the DNA major groove along with the
compression of the DNA major groove. This study also provides
strong evidence that the narrow major groove surface of allosteric
DNA without polyamide binding becomes incompatible with GR
protein-DNA binding. These results will be helpful to understand
the mechanism of allosteric DNA control over transcription factor
regulatory networks by small molecules binding at distinct
locations on promoters of selected genes.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Groove widths and depths of B-DNA,
GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA and Poly+DNA+GRDBD mod-
els. Minor groove widths (A), minor groove depths (B), major
groove widths (C) and major groove depths (D) for the time-
averaged structures of the DNA conformations in B-DNA (red line
with diamond), GRDBD+DNA (blue line with square), Poly+DNA
(cyan line with circle), and Poly+DNA+GRDBD (green line with
up-triangle) models.
(TIF)
Figure S2 Frequency distributions of DNA base-pair
helical parameters of B-DNA, GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA
and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models. Selected frequency distri-
butions of the representative DNA duplex base-pair helical
parameters for the central binding base-pairs for B-DNA (red
line), GRDBD+DNA (blue line), Poly+DNA (cyan line), and
Poly+DNA+GRDBD (green line) models.
(TIF)
Figure S3 Frequency distributions of DNA base-pair
step parameters of B-DNA, GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA
and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models. Selected frequency distri-
butions of the representative DNA duplex base-pair step
parameters for the central binding base-pairs for B-DNA (red
line), GRDBD+DNA (blue line), Poly+DNA (cyan line), and
Poly+DNA+GRDBD (green line) models.
(TIF)
Figure S4 Energy decompositions of GRDBD dimer.
MM-PBSA energy decompositions presented in the two a1 helical
regions for the GRDBD dimer in kcal?mol
21: blue bars for the
GRDBD+DNA model; cyan bars for the Poly+DNA+GRDBD
model; green bars for the alloDNA+GRDBD model.
(TIF)
Figure S5 Contact sites and distances of GRDBD dimer
with DNA. Diagrams of the calculated key contact sites and the
corresponding distances (A ˚) of the GRDBD dimer with DNA for
the simulated GRDBD+DNA model (left) compared with the
experimental results (right). Hydrogen bond interactions indicated
by black arrows and van der Waals interactions indicated by black
line.
(TIF)
Figure S6 Hydrogen bonds between polyamides and
DNA. Hydrogen bond map for two polyamides in the Poly+DNA
and Poly+DNA+GRDBD models.
(TIF)
Figure S7 Distances at certain times for alloD-
NA+GRDBD model. The center image is the time-dependence
of distances at the connection sites between the residues of
GRDBD A and the bases of DNA during the simulation of the
alloDNA+GRDBD model. Around the center image, five
snapshots are extracted from the alloDNA+GRDBD trajectory
at the times of 0 (1), 10 (2), 20 (3), 30 (4) and 40 (5) ns, respectively,
along with the average distances of connection sites.
(TIF)
Table S1 Summary of the simulations performed in this
work.
(TIF)
Table S2 The occupancy (%) of hydrogen bonds be-
tween the GRDBD dimer and DNA for the
GRDBD+DNA, Poly+DNA+GRDBD, and alloD-
NA+GRDBD models.
(TIF)
Text S1 Docking protocols for Poly+DNA model.
(DOC)
Text S2 Molecular dynamics simulation protocols used
in this work.
(DOC)
Text S3 MM-PBSA calculation for free energy.
(DOC)
Text S4 DNA helical parameter analysis of trajectories.
(DOC)
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